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Board Meeting – 11/17/20 1 

Draft 

 THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

OF STOCKTON EAST WATER DISTRICT WAS HELD AT THE DISTRICT OFFICE 

6767 EAST MAIN STREET, STOCKTON, CA 

ON TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 2020 AT 12:00 NOON 

A. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE AND ROLL CALL

President Panizza called the regular meeting to order at 12:30 p.m. and Director Sanguinetti led

the Pledge of Allegiance.

Present at roll call at the District was Directors Cortopassi, Sanguinetti and Watkins. Also present

were Manager Moody, Assistant Manager Hopkins, Finance Director Vega, Administrative

Services Manager Carido and Administrative Assistant Curtis. Present at roll call via

teleconference were Directors McGaughey, McGurk and Panizza. Also present via teleconference

were Legal Counsel Zolezzi and Consultant Barkett. Director Atkins was absent.

B. CONSENT CALENDAR (None)

C. PUBLIC COMMENT (None)

D. SCHEDULED PRESENTATIONS AND AGENDA ITEMS

1. Minutes 11/10/20 Regular Meeting

President Panizza made the following correction to the minutes:

 Page 2, section D-3, 5th paragraph, 4th sentence – strike “with” and replace with “of”.

A motion was moved and seconded to approve the November 10, 2020 Regular Meeting 

Minutes, as amended.    

Roll Call: 

Ayes: Cortopassi, McGaughey, McGurk, Panizza, Sanguinetti, Watkins 

Nayes: None 

Abstain: None 

Absent: Atkins 

2. Warrants – California Public Employees’ Retirement System

A motion was moved and seconded to approve the November 17, 2020 Warrants – California

Public Employees’ Retirement System, as presented.

Roll Call:

Ayes: Cortopassi, McGaughey, McGurk, Panizza, Sanguinetti, Watkins

Nayes: None

Abstain: None

Absent: Atkins

3. Stockton East Water District – United States Bureau of Reclamation Rates – After Water

Infrastructure Improvement for the Nation (WIIN) Act Conversion, 11/12/20

Manager Moody provided the Board with a memo on the USBR rates after the Water

Infrastructure Improvement for the Nation (WIIN) Act conversion. Finance Director Vega
DRAFT
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reported he recently received an update from the USBR for water rates for CVP water in 

response to finalizing the WIIN Act conversion.  

 

Finance Director Vega reported the main change comes from the elimination of the built-in 

charge for construction in both the irrigation and the M&I water rates. There were also 

changes in the CVPIA portion, however, they are not due to the WIIN Act conversion.  

 

Director Cortopassi inquired on the total water rate charge. Finance Director Vega reported 

the cost is inclusive of cost of service, CVPIA and Trinity PUD, which totals $38.21 for 

irrigation and $41.20 for M&I. This item was for information only. 

 

4. Stockton East Water District – District Projects Update, 11/17/20 

Assistant Manager Hopkins provided the Board with a report on major District project 

updates. Assistant Manager Hopkins reported the District is working on several projects, a 

handful of which have required that New Melones system be taken out of service recently. 

The first project that Assistant Manager Hopkins provided an update on was the Hosie 

Crossing project.  

 

Assistant Manager Hopkins reported the Hosie Crossing project used remaining CCTR 

funding to purchase the culverts, which have been delivered and staged near the construction 

site. District staff and Department of Water Resources (DWR) staff plan to begin permitting 

before the end of this year and construction is planned between June and September of 2021. 

Director McGurk inquired if the culverts are tapered and if the portion on the ground in the 

picture is the bottom of the culvert. Assistant Manager Hopkins replied yes, they are tapered 

and what is lying on the ground is the face of the culvert. A crane or large excavator will need 

to be used to move these into their proper position during construction.  

 

Assistant Manager Hopkins reported on the Whittle Ranch Crossing project. This project 

construction was scheduled to take place this fall, however due to delivery delays and the 

ability to take New Melones system out of service for an extended period of time during flood 

control season, construction was postponed until spring of 2021. This is dependent on rainfall 

as the work cannot be performed with water in the creek. If there is too much rainfall this 

spring construction will need to take place in fall of 2021. Director Cortopassi inquired if the 

crossings are upside down in the picture that was provided. Assistant Manager Hopkins 

replied no, they will sit in the water like they are shown and a pre-cast deck will be put on top. 

There are 8 u-shaped pieces and 8 decks.   

 

Assistant Manager Hopkins reported on the Lower Farmington Canal (LFC) Headworks 

project. This project included installation of two automated gates at Rock Creek Diversion 

Structure. Construction is largely complete, with some remaining clean-up work and 

integration into the SCADA system. This project was scheduled for construction last year, but 

due to permitting delays is was postponed until this year. Manager Moody pointed attention 

to the picture showing the new concrete that had to be formed and poured to fit the new 

structure. Assistant Manager Hopkins reported these gates have been commissioned by the 

manufacturer and are operational. Director Sanguinetti inquired if they will measure water. 

Assistant Manager Hopkins replied yes. Director Cortopassi inquired if the same gates will be 

installed on the Central canal. Assistant Manager Hopkins replied not at this time, the existing 

radial gates will continue to be used to regulate flow rate. Director Cortopassi inquired how 
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water will be measured. Manager Moody replied with the use of staff gauges. Director 

Cortopassi inquired if the USACE will subtract water from the Stanislaus that goes to Central. 

Manager Moody replied two advantages of these gates would be that they can measure loss 

between Goodwin and Farmington and they will automatically move to ensure the flow is 

always at a rate selected by the District when there is water in the canal.  

 

Assistant Manager Hopkins reported on the Funck Road Travelling Screens project. As staff 

worked on the materials and design of this project, they ran into issues with the screen 

purchase. The screen costs provided during the bidding process increased over 50% compared 

to the prior years’ purchase. As it was outside of the budgeted amount, this item was budgeted 

again for the 2021/2022 Fiscal Year budget. The current budget did allow for the purchase of 

actuators. New PG&E service has also been installed to provide power. Staff expected the 

electric actuators to be operational and integration into the SCADA system to begin by the 

end of 2020. 

 

Assistant Manager Hopkins reported that before the end of the Fiscal Year the plan is to 

integrate the LFC Headworks and Funck Road Travelling Screens into the SCADA system to 

operate the sites remotely. There might be issue with the LFC as the USACE does not want 

any automation at their facilities for fear of being hacked.      

 

Assistant Manager Hopkins reported on the Shirley Gulch Weir Measurement project. This 

project includes the repair of the weir structure and integration of the weir flow into the 

District’s SCADA system. The weir repair work will be complete by the end of November 

and the SCADA integration will be complete by the end of the Fiscal Year. District staff are 

onsite today at Shirley Gulch weir making repairs. Director Cortopassi inquired on the reason 

for the weir. Assistant Manager Hopkins replied it creates head in the Upper Farmington Canal 

and measures flow into Shirley Creek.  

 

Assistant Manager Hopkins reported on the Mosher Creek Headworks Metering project. The 

picture provided for this project shows the new gate that was installed in October. This gate 

will provide control and flow measurements that the District did not have previously. The gate 

is commissioned and operational even though there is currently no water to send down 

Mosher. There is a plan to integrate this into the SCADA system. Director McGurk inquired 

how many surface water users are on Mosher Creek and if any potential surface water users 

have been identified. Assistant Manager Hopkins replied when staff previously looked at 

potential users for converting from groundwater to surface water, Mosher and Potter Creeks 

had the most potential. It is still unknown if enough water can be diverted into Mosher Creek 

to satisfy these potential new customers, however, this project was designed in a way to be 

expanded to increase capacity down Mosher. Manager Moody added there are ~10-15 

diversions on Mosher, it is unclear how many are currently active. Director Cortopassi 

inquired if this gate will allow water to be measured more accurately as to avoid dumping 

water in Bear Creek. Manager Moody replied yes.   

 

Assistant Manager Hopkins reported on the PC-1 Outlet Automation project. Construction on 

this project has not started. The design is complete and the meter has been delivered, 

construction will begin when the last permit is received. This will be an automated meter that 

will measure the control flow rate. Director Cortopassi inquired on the location of the meter. 

Assistant Manager Hopkins replied it will be on Potter Creek off of the Bellota pipeline. 
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Assistant Manager Hopkins reported on the High Service VFD Replacement project. The 

VFDs are on order and scheduled to be onsite by the end of the Fiscal Year. Director 

Cortopassi inquired if all of the High Service pumps will be adjustable by the VFD. Manager 

Moody replied the majority of them will.   

 

Assistant Manager Hopkins reported on the Master Backwash Valve Replacement project. 

The bid opening for this project took place on November 12th. The apparent lowest bidder was 

Martech in an amount of ~$190,000. Staff is still evaluating all bids. Assistant Manager 

Hopkins reported that the Plant has to be completely shut down to conduct this work. Manager 

Moody and staff have been working with the Urban Contractors regarding this shut down. 

The shut down is scheduled to take place March 1-8, 2021. Manager Moody added that staff 

anticipates this work to take less time, but want a buffer in the shut down time-frame to 

account for any issues. Assistant Manager Hopkins reported the large valve and butterfly 

valves will be replaced as part of this project work. Manager Moody added that staff will be 

taking advantage of other projects during the planned shut down.  

 

Assistant Manager Hopkins reported on the Valve Structure 3 Rehab project. This project is 

a continuation of the North Site project. It includes the installation of two new electric 

actuators on the existing 48” butterfly valves and integrating the valves into the District’s 

SCADA system. The new actuators will allow for integration of two of the four remaining 

valves before raw water control at the Water Treatment Plant is remotely operationsl. This 

project is installed and operable, integration into the SCADA system will be complete by the 

end of this Fiscal Year. Director Cortopassi inquired if these valves allow water to move one 

way then another through the pipeline. Assistant Manager Hopkins replied yes.  

 

Director Watkins commented if some dirt work was done around the Peters Pipeline standpipe 

this would allow the water to drain into existing drainage facilities on our property in the event 

of overflow. Director Watkins inquired if staff has heard from the landowner whose property 

was overrun with water from the District. Manager Moody replied no, but staff will reach out.   

 

Assistant Manager Hopkins reported on the P-28 Rehab project. The pump for this project 

was pulled in July for rebuild. The electric motor was rebuilt and returned to the District in 

September and the pump rebuild is expected to be complete by the second week of December. 

Staff hopes to have the pump back in service by the end of December.   

 

Assistant Manager Hopkins reported on the SCADA project. This project has been developed 

and a majority of the system has been operationally tested. Currently, the SCADA system has 

integrated the raw water facilities installed with the North Site Project and will integrate the 

filter gallery before the end of the Fiscal Year. Assistant Manager Hopkins reported the North 

Site facilities are operational remotely, however, District staff is not yet operating in this 

manner, but will do so after additional training is received. Assistant Manager Hopkins 

reported that the SCADA system graphics will show all pipelines and reservoirs at the Plant. 

If a pipeline is flowing water, the image with turn blue, if there is no water it will be gray. By 

looking at the screen staff will be able to see what the pond levels are and where water is 

flowing. Director Cortopassi inquired if the hole in the north pond has been covered for safety 

reasons. Manager Moody replied yes. Director Watkins inquired if the image provided 

represents the actual layout or if it is just a flow chart as it does not seem to be depicting the 
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exact layout of the equipment. Director Watkins suggested making the SCADA system reflect 

more a blue print layout than a flow chart. Director McGurk agreed. Manager Moody advised 

staff will research. Director McGurk inquired why the Peter’s Pipeline was showing blue if 

there was no water flowing. Manager Moody replied that the system is currently making 

assumptions that if a valve is open that water is flowing. Once more meters are installed the 

system will be able to detect an accurate color change based on water flowing versus solely 

the position of gate or valve.     

 

E. COMMITTEE REPORTS   

1. Eastern San Joaquin Groundwater Authority Steering Committee Meeting, 11/12/20 

Director Watkins and Manager Moody attended the November 12, 2020 Eastern San Joaquin 

Groundwater Authority Steering Committee Meeting. Director Watkins reported there was 

discussion on the funding and finance work plan, however, it was more thoroughly discussed 

during the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) meeting. There was discussion on the water 

budget model, ground storage and water for recharge. Manager Moody reported there was 

quite a bit of silence throughout both meetings as the Committees were asked for input on 

items that had only just been presented and they had no previous time to look over the 

information. Manager Moody reported there seems to be some trouble in deciding who should 

try to obtain funding, whether it is the GWA or the GSAs themselves. Director Watkins 

commented that he thinks part of the issue with the organization of the group currently is that 

initially the Legislation had direction for submitting the GSP. Then the Committee had to 

work on a 1-year update, currently there is no direction of where to go. The next meeting is 

scheduled for December 9, 2020. 

 

2. Eastern San Joaquin Groundwater Authority Ad-Hoc Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) 

Meeting, 11/13/20 

Director Watkins and Manager Moody attended the November 13, 2020 Eastern San Joaquin 

Groundwater Authority Steering Committee Meeting. Manager Moody reported there was 

discussion on an allocation study, which will be something to monitor and see where it goes. 

Director Watkins added that if an allocation study will be used than water rights have to be 

used and it is unclear who has the rights to some water. The next meeting is scheduled for 

December 24, 2020.  

 

F. REPORT OF GENERAL MANAGER 

1. Water Supply Report as of 11/16/20 

Manager Moody provided a handout of the Water Supply Report for information only that 

included storage, release, and production data collected from various sources as of midnight 

last night.   

 

There is 134,080 AF in storage at New Hogan Reservoir. Current releases are set at 60 cfs. 

There is 1,500,272 AF in storage at New Melones Reservoir. Current release at Goodwin Dam 

to Stanislaus River are set at 202 cfs and release to all water users are set at 202 cfs. There are 

0 irrigator(s) on New Hogan, 0 irrigator(s) on New Melones and 0 Out-of-District irrigator(s). 

The water treatment plant is currently processing 25 mgd. The City of Stockton is currently 

processing 19 mgd. 

 

2. Information Items: 

Manager Moody noted items: F2a-1 and F2a-2.  
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3. Report on General Manager Activities 

a. Stockton East Water District Activities Update 

Nothing to report.  

 

G. DIRECTOR REPORTS (None)  

 

H. COMMUNICATIONS (None) 

 

I. AGENDA PLANNING/UPCOMING EVENTS  

1. San Joaquin County Flood Control and Water Conservation District Advisory Water 

Commission Meeting, 1:00 p.m., 11/18/20 

*This meeting has been cancelled* 

 

2. Greater San Joaquin County Regional Water Coordinating Committee Meeting, 3:00 p.m., 

11/18/20 

 

3. Agriculture Operations Committee Meeting, 12:00 Noon, 11/19/20 

 

4. Central Valley Project Water Association – Executive & Financial Affairs Committee, 10:00 

a.m., 11/20/20 

 

J. REPORT OF THE COUNSEL 

1. Closed Session - Existing Litigation 

Stockton East Water District vs. City of Stockton, et al. 

Government Code 54956.9 (a) 

 

2. Closed Session - Potential Litigation  

Government Code 54956.9 (c) – one case  

 

President Panizza adjourned the meeting to closed session at 1:29 p.m. to discuss closed session 

agenda items. The regular meeting reconvened at 1:45 p.m., with no reportable action. 

 

K. ADJOURNMENT 

President Panizza adjourned the meeting at 1:46 p.m.  

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

 

Scot A. Moody 

Secretary of the Board 
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STATE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD – 2020 WATER RIGHTS FEES 

Application Notice ID Amount Acct# 

A006522 Linden ID License $1,741.56 WR STF 094-001490 

A013333X01 

Littlejohn’s pending 

application $8,862.60 WR STF 094-016505 

A013334X01 

Littlejohn’s pending 

application $8,862.60 WR STF 094-016506 

A013335X01 

Littlejohn’s pending 

application $4,264.95 WR STF 094-016507 

A013336X01 

Littlejohn’s pending 

application $4,264.95 WR STF 094-016508 

A013337X01 

Littlejohn’s pending 

application $6,158.10 WR STF 094-016509 

A013338X01 

Littlejohn’s pending 

application $6,158.10 WR STF 094-016510 

A030602 

Littlejohn’s pending 

application $10,109.10 WR STF 094-016494 

A031534 

Calaveras River pending 

application $26,669.10 WR STF 094-016503 

A031535 

Littlejohn’s pending 

application $14,789.10 WR STF 094-016504 

USBR1247 

For NM - CVP Contract 

CVP-4-07-20-W0329 $83,949.65 WR STF 094-000231 

USBR1306/A018812 

For NH Contract 

A018812 $20,366.58 WR STF 094-000268 

$196,196.39 

Agenda Item: D-5 
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Weekly Water Report As of: 
Nov. 16, 2020 

As of: 
Nov. 23, 2020 

New Hogan (NHG) TOC -53,770 AF 
Storage: 134,080 AF 
Net Storage Change: -975 AF 
Inflow: 21 CFS 
Release: 60 CFS 

New Melones (NML) Allocation 75,000 AF 
Storage: 1,500,272 AF 
Net Storage change: +2,972 AF 
Inflow: 418 CFS 
Release: 54 CFS 

Source: CDEC Daily Reports 

Goodwin Diversion (GDW) 
Inflow (Tulloch Dam): 52 CFS 

Release to Stanislaus River (S-98): 202 CFS 
Release to OID (JT Main): 0 CFS 
Release to SSJID (SO Main): 0 CFS 
Release to SEWD:  0 CFS 
Total Release 202 CFS 

Source: Tri-Dam Operations Daily Report 

Farmington Dam (FRM) 
Diverted to SEWD: N/A CFS 
Diverted to CSJWCD: 0 CFS 

Source: USACE WCDS Hourly Report 

Surface Water Used 
Irrigators on New Hogan: 0 
Irrigators on New Melones: 0 
Out-Of-District Irrigators: 0 
DJWWTP Production: 25 MGD 

North Stockton: 0 MGD 
South Stockton: 7 MGD 
Cal Water: 18 MGD 

City of Stockton DWSP Production: 19 MGD 

District Ground Water Extraction 
74-01 0 GPM 
74-02 0 GPM 
North 0 GPM 
South 0 GPM 
Extraction Well # 1  0 GPM 
Total Well Water Extraction 0 GPM 

Note: All flow data reported here is preliminary and subject to revision. 

Agenda Item: F-1 
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GREATER SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY 
REGIONAL WATER COORDINATING COMMITTEE 

November 18, 2020, 3:00 p.m. 

Via-Teleconference: MS Teams, 415-915-2800, Conference ID: 579 704 887# 

AGENDA 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

A. Discussion/Action Items:

1. Governance (Chair, County, W&C)

• [ACTION] Accept meeting minutes from September 16, 2020

• [ACTION] Accept October Staff Report

2. 2020 IRWM Addendum (GEI, County)

B. Public Comment: Please limit comments to three minutes

C. Comments from the Chair:

D. Adjournment:

Next Regular Meeting 
December 16, 2020, 3:00 p.m. 

Via-Teleconference 

If you need disability-related modification or accommodation in order to participate in this meeting, please contact the Water 
Resources Staff at (209) 468-3089 at least 48 hours prior to the start of the meeting. Any materials related to items on this agenda 
distributed to the Commissioners less than 72 hours before the public meeting are available for public inspection at Public Works 

Dept. Offices located at the following address: 1810 East Hazelton Ave., Stockton, CA 95205. Upon request these materials may be 
made available in an alternative format to persons with disabilities. 

Agenda Item: F-3a 
Date: 11/24/20
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GREATER SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY 
REGIONAL WATER COORDINATING COMMITTEE 

 
 

September 16, 2020, 3:00 p.m. 
 

Via-Teleconference: MS Teams, 415-915-2800, Conference ID: 579 704 887# 
 

MEETING NOTES 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

A. Discussion/Action Items: 

1. Governance (County, W&C): 
 Briefly covered what steps should be taken in case of any disconnection;  

 Reviewed the ways in which CC members could communicate during a meeting; and 

 The roll call was done by the Chair.   

• Approval of August 19, 2020 meeting minutes 
 Consensus was reached by CC Members to accept the August meeting minutes 

2. 2020 IRWM Addendum (GEI, County):  
 GEI provided an Addendum overview; 

 Clarification was provided for the Addendum that it is not a full update to 2014 IRWM 

Plan;  

 Members of the GSJCRWCC would adopt addendum through their own governing 

body;  

 GEI’s approach for the Addendum update has been accepted by DWR; 

 The 2020 IRWM Addendum would conform to 2016 DWR requirements 

 A brief overview for the review schedule of the IRWM Addendum was provided; 

 Mary Elizabeth expressed that a 2-week review period was not sufficient; 

 Glenn Prasad provided clarification that the review would not be a chapter-by-chapter 

review, since it was not part of GEI’s initial scope-of-work; 

 Mel Lytle expressed that the schedule for adoption is within the Holiday months and 

that Stockton has a 3-month window for putting an item on the City Council agenda; 

 The CC would provide comments by October 2nd and Mary Elizabeth would provide 

comments by October 11th; 

 Mary Elizabeth asked for clarification as to how the MOU members would adopt a 

Draft Addendum prior to DWR’s public review comment period; 

 Chair asked Mary Elizabeth how they could accommodate her in review; 

 Matt Zidar clarified that the 2-week review was for the CC. Subsequently, the Draft 

Addendum would be released for the public review comment period; 

 Chair expressed and confirmed that the review period must stay on schedule and 

Mary Elizabeth would get the additional review time with the assistance of Brandon 

Nakagawa, if needed; 

 GEI confirmed that the Plan must be adopted by project proponents, and the projects 

for which funding is being requested must be in the plan before Round 2 IRWM 

funding becomes available; 

 The 2020 IRWMP Addendum table of contents is comprised of four sections (i.e. 

introduction, 2014 IRWMP, 2012 IRWMP, and 2016 IRWM guidelines);  

 The draft Addendum includes projects by reference and verbatim context from the 

2019 Eastern San Joaquin Subbain Groundwater Sustainability Plan (GSP_; 
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 Projects from the GSP and the Lower San Joaquin River and Delta South RFMP are 

included in the Draft Addendum by reference; 

 CC participants were informed of the GEI SharePoint site and were provided a brief 

overview of the documents available for download; 

 GEI inquired if everyone was able to access the SharePoint Site and no one 

commented that they could not access the site; 

 GEI explained how CC members could submit Addendum comments; and 

 The CC was informed of the tentative approach of individual MOU-signatory agencies 

adopting the Addendum first, followed by the GSJCRWCC adopting the update; this 

approach will be revisited by the project team and discussed in more detail at the 

next CC meeting. 

3. IRWMP Plan Projects Update (GEI, County): 
 GEI discussed creating an IRWMP process to add projects without having to update 

the IRWMP; 
 Projects included in IRWMP addendum are from the 2019 GSP and 2014 Lower San 

Joaquin River and Delta South RFMP; 
 GEI discussed the different methods for adding projects to the IRWMP; 
 The IRWM schedule was reviewed and GEI helped clarify specific milestones for the 

Addendum update; 
 CC members were given an overview of the probable next steps in selecting a project 

prior to the Round 2 grant monies; 
 GEI emphasized that ideally a selected project would have all the supporting 

documents to move it forward for consideration of grant funding; 
 Submitted projects need to be competitive for the grant funding and agencies must 

demonstrate they can meet the funding contribution match; 
 Chair asked the CC members if there were individuals interested in being part of the 

newly formed Project Selection Committee that would help develop the project 
selection guidelines selecting the project to apply for Round 2 non-DAC grant 
monies; 

 Individuals interested in joining the Project Selection Committee should contact 
Glenn Prasad by 9/21/2020;   

 Chair emphasized being part of the Project Selection Committee would require 
additional, devoted time; and 

 Mary Elizabeth expressed interest in joining the Project Selection Committee. 
 

B. Public Comment:  

 There were no further questions or comments by the CC members and other 

participants. 

C. Comments from the Chair:  

 Chair emphasized that both DAC and non-DAC projects can compete for the general 

(non-DAC) funds in Round 2; and 

 Next Regular CC meeting is October 21, 2020 at 3:00 p.m. 

D. Adjournment: 4:04 pm 
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